Waves and synchrony in networks of oscillators of relaxation and non-relaxation type
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Abstract

Arrays of relaxation oscillators behave differently in the presence of a non-uniformity of natural frequencies and/or coupling inputs than do arrays of phase oscillators coupled through phase differences. Phase oscillators compensate for non-uniformities by creating phase differences among the oscillators; relaxation oscillators coupled via “fast threshold modulation” (FTM) can respond by changing wave forms while leaving the fast jumps synchronous. For arrays of relaxation oscillators including chains, this allows synchrony to be a solution, even though the oscillators have different amounts of inputs from other oscillators; for phase-difference coupled oscillators in a chain, the generic solution is a travelling wave. Relaxation oscillators coupled through FTM also allow the encoding of patterns of oscillators into domains in which oscillators are in synchrony, with different domains in antiphase.

1. Introduction

This paper is concerned with some contrasting behavior of interacting relaxation oscillators versus non-relaxation oscillators. In a previous paper \cite{1} we showed that a ring of identical relaxation oscillators, coupled locally in a manner that mimics fast excitatory synapses, can lead to synchronization within a couple of cycles, while non-relaxation oscillators, with the same coupling, synchronized much more slowly. Here we analyze how relaxation and non-relaxation oscillators compensate for differences in natural frequency between the interacting oscillators and/or for differences in amounts of coupling input. We also show that the distinction between the compensatory mechanism used by interacting relaxation oscillators and that used by interacting phase oscillators has implications for the behavior of networks of oscillators with uniform natural frequency as well as for the behavior of networks with varying frequency.

We start in Section 2 by considering pairs of oscillators. It is easy to show that phase oscillators that interact via the differences in their phases can phase-lock if the differences in their natural frequencies are not too large. The phase difference in a stable locked
solution increases with the difference in the natural frequency \[2,3\]. This is also true of any more general oscillators and interactions that can be shown to behave like such phase oscillators, e.g., when the coupling is weak \[4\]. We consider the contrasting case of a pair of relaxation oscillators. Following the analysis of \[1\], we utilize a relaxation oscillator coupling form that we named “fast threshold modulation” or FTM. Generalizing a result of \[1\] for identical oscillators, we prove that for relaxation oscillators having close enough frequencies and waveforms, a pair of oscillators compensates for differences between the oscillators by changing the waveform of the locked output, while keeping the fast jumps synchronous. Computer simulations demonstrate this synchronous behavior for oscillators whose natural frequencies differ by as much as 50%.

For relaxation oscillators, but not phase oscillators, the argument generalizes to arrays of many oscillators. A key idea in the analysis is to consider as the central objects not the isolated oscillators, but the trajectories the oscillators would follow if all jumps in the network were synchronous. We use this in Section 2 to prove that if oscillators in the network are similar to one another, and they have a similar amount of coupling input, then (under a technical condition which holds for large classes of relaxation oscillators), the network has a stable solution, which in the relaxation limit, has synchronous jumps.

The distinction between the compensatory mechanisms (creating a phase difference in one case, and altering waveform in the other) creates contrasting behavior of chains of phase oscillators versus relaxation oscillators, even if the oscillators in the chain are identical. As shown in \[5\], chains of phase oscillators that phase-lock generically produce travelling waves. The waves were shown in \[5\] to be a consequence of boundary effects: the oscillators at the ends receive different input than those in the middle, and compensate for the difference by setting up phase differences all along the chain. These phase differences are independent of the coupling strength.

In Section 3 we show that chains of equal relaxation oscillators, coupled via FTM, can compensate for differences of inputs at the boundaries by changes of waveform that remain localized in oscillators near the boundaries. Hence, in the relaxation limit, the fast jumps are synchronous across the chain. Because the end oscillators have half the input of the middle ones, this does not follow directly from the work of Section 2. However, we can give conditions under which synchrony is the \(e \to 0\) limit for the solutions. (The work in \[1\] also produced synchrony for an array of relaxation oscillators. However, in \[1\] the array was a ring, so there were no boundary conditions to produce phase differences. In that paper, the emphasis was not on the phase relationships (since synchrony was expected), but on the speed of locking.)

If the oscillators are not at the relaxation limit, or the coupling is weak, the oscillators are not synchronous. In Section 3 we also discuss transitions in chains between phase-oscillator like behavior and relaxation-oscillator like behavior. In particular, we present simulations to demonstrate how stimuli that change the effective strength of coupling can switch the system from wave behavior to near synchrony.

Section 4 is devoted to chains in which the oscillators are not all identical. Section 4.1 deals with chains whose end oscillators have different properties from the interior ones, and shows that synchrony can be maintained within a chain of relaxation oscillators if the end oscillators are not too different. Section 4.2 discusses the more general case of unequal oscillators, including a gradient of frequency along a chain. As in Section 3, we present simulations to show that relaxation oscillators behave differently from phase oscillators, and we explain why.

The contrasting behavior of chains of relaxation and phase oscillators has further consequences for arrays of oscillators, as we show in Section 5. In that section, we shall be concerned with the situation in which pairs of oscillators are capable of stable in-phase and antiphase locking. It is easy to construct phase oscillators for which this is true \[6-8\]. Relaxation oscillators have also been shown to be capable of bistability \[9-12\]. In Ref. \[9\] we showed that, with excitatory FTM coupling, pairs of oscillators can have stable in-phase and antiphase solutions, providing that the times to traverse the left-hand and right-hand branches of the relaxation oscillators are sufficiently distinct.
In Section 5 we demonstrate and analyze the phenomena of “fractured synchrony” in one-dimensional arrays (e.g. rings) of relaxation oscillators pairwise capable of bistability, and “fractured waves” in arrays of phase oscillators pairwise capable of bistability. By fractured synchrony we mean that some contiguous set (or domain) of oscillators are in synchrony, but roughly in antiphase with neighboring domains. We explain why this is possible for arrays coupled by FTM, but not (generically) for arrays of phase oscillators, in which the behavior on each domain is that of a travelling wave.

2. Pairs of oscillators

A pair of oscillators interacting through phase differences satisfies equations of the form

\[ \dot{\theta}_1 = \omega_1 + H_1(\theta_2 - \theta_1), \]
\[ \dot{\theta}_2 = \omega_2 + H_2(\theta_1 - \theta_2). \]

Here \( \theta_i \) are the phases of the oscillators, \( \omega_i \) are the frequencies of the uncoupled oscillators, and \( H_i \) are smooth \( 2\pi \)-periodic functions of the phase differences. Let \( \phi \equiv \theta_2 - \theta_1 \). Then (1), (2) may be reformulated as

\[ \dot{\phi} = \omega_2 - \omega_1 + H_2(-\phi) - H_1(\phi) \]
\[ \equiv \delta - H(\phi), \]

where \( \delta \) is the difference in frequency. If \( H_1 = H_2 \), then \( H \) equals twice the odd part of \( H_1 \) so \( H(0) = 0 \), and hence synchrony \( (\phi = 0) \) is a solution if \( \delta = 0 \). We assume that \( H' > 0 \) for \( \phi \) in a neighborhood of \( \phi = 0 \), so the synchronous solution is stable. For \( \delta \neq 0 \) but not too large, and \( H_1 = H_2 \), \( \delta - H(\phi) \) may be solved for a stable critical point of \( \phi \). The greater the frequency difference (within this range), the greater the resulting phase difference between the oscillators; for small \( \delta \), the relationship between \( \phi \) and \( \delta \) is close to linear. Similarly, differences between \( H_1 \) and \( H_2 \), if not too large can be compensated by a non-zero phase lag.

We now contrast this with a pair of relaxation oscillators, coupled by “fast threshold modulation”. Each of the uncoupled oscillators is defined by a pair of equations of the form

\[ \epsilon \dot{v}_i = F_i(v_i, w_i), \]
\[ \dot{w}_i = G_i(v_i, w_i). \]

Here \( 0 < \epsilon \ll 1 \), and (4), (5) is assumed to have a stable limit cycle. The nullcline \( F(x, y) = 0 \) is assumed to be cubic shaped, as in the van der Pol oscillator and other equations associated with descriptions of neurons and collections of neurons. (See Fig. 1). As in [1], the coupling we shall use changes (4) to

\[ \epsilon \dot{v}_i = F_i(v_i, w_i, I(v_j)), \]

where \( v_j \) denotes the \( v \)-variable of the other oscillator, and \( I(v_j) \) is the coupling signal. We assume that \( I(v_j) \) is a saturating sigmoidal, as in Fig. 2a. Furthermore, we assume that increasing \( I \) has the effect of raising the nullcline \( F_i(v, w, I) = 0 \), as in Fig. 2b. This increase in \( I \) corresponds to excitatory input of the neural oscillators, either in single-neuron conductance-based models such as Hodgkin–Huxley [13] or Morris–Lecar [14] or ensemble descriptions such as Elias–Grossberg [15] or Wilson–Cowan [16]. Finally, we assume that for all values of \( I \) in the range of \( I(v) \), the outer branches of the “cubic” \( F_i(v, w, I) = 0 \) lie in the saturated portions of \( I(v) \), so \( I(v) \) is independent of \( v \) on each branch. In the relaxation limit, such
Fig. 2. Heaviside coupling. (a) shows a sigmoidal coupling function, \( I(V) \), for which the non-constant ranges of the function lie in the middle branch of the cubic nullcline (shown in (b)). Since the phase-plane trajectory hugs the outer branches and rapidly jumps between these branches, the coupling function assumes one of two constant values, \( I^- \) or \( I^+ \), determined by the branch on which the input oscillator lies. \( I^- \) and \( I^+ \) define different cubic nullclines with the \( I^+ \) nullcline shifted upward, possibly with a change of shape as shown in (b). The trajectory of a coupled pair of identical oscillators can be described by these two cubics and the rapid transitions between them. The local extrema or "knees" are important transition points.

a system behaves the same as one in which \( I(v) \) is a step function, with the discontinuity in the middle branch of each cubic (see Fig. 2b).

In the treatment we shall give, the primary objects are not the uncoupled oscillators, but the oscillators as changed by their inputs. We define the LCI (limit cycle with input) as the cycle that would be followed by the oscillator providing that the input jumps at the same time as the jumps of the oscillator (see Fig. 3). If the oscillators are the same and the coupling is symmetric, the LCI reduces to what was called the LSS (limiting synchronous solution) in [1]. In the more general case, the two oscillators can have different associated LCI’s. We shall show that if the LCI’s associated with the two oscillators are not too different, and an analogue of the “compression hypothesis” of [1] holds, then there is indeed a periodic solution in which the jumps of the two oscillators are simultaneous. This will show that the relaxation oscillators, interacting through fast threshold modulation, compensate for differences by changes in waveform, rather than by phase lags.

To state and prove the result, we need some further definitions. We define the size of an interval \( J \) on one of the cubic-like nullclines to be the time necessary to traverse this interval, and denote it by \( |J| \). For each oscillator, \( i \), we denote the lower and upper knees (extrema) of their LCI’s as \( k_i^- \) and \( k_i^+ \), respectively. Let \( j(k_i^-) \) and \( j(k_i^+) \) represent the points on the opposite branches reached on a jump from the respective knees. We define \( L_i \) as the part of the left branch of the LCI between \( j(k_i^+) \) and \( k_i^- \) and similarly define \( R_i \) on the right branch between \( j(k_i^-) \) and \( k_i^+ \). (See Fig. 4.) Let \( L_i \) denote the part of the left-hand branch of the lower nullcline of oscillator \( i \) that is below the lower knee of the upper nullcline. Define \( R_i \) in a similar manner, as in Fig. 4. Note that for a fixed \( i \) the \( L_i \) and \( R_i \) are defined uniquely. For \( J \), any subinterval of \( L_i \) or \( R_i \), let \( j(J) \) denote the image after a rightward or leftward jump. We shall require

**Hypothesis C.** For any interval \( J \) as above, \( |j(J)| < |J| \).

This hypothesis was called the “compression hypothesis” in [1]. Hypothesis C is closely related to the central condition needed for stability of the in-phase
Fig. 4. The knees of the $I^{-}$ and $I^{+}$ cubics define intervals relevant to synchronous jump behavior. $L_i$ and $L_i$ are defined as the pieces of the left branch of the $I^{-}$ cubic which lie below the upper and lower knees, respectively, of the $I^{+}$ cubic. All jumps from the right branches map into $L_i$. $L_i$ is the subset of $L_i$ in which a trailing oscillator will jump synchronously with a leading oscillator to the right branch, $j(L_i)$ describes the interval into which trajectories in $L_i$ will jump. The intervals $R_i$, $R_i$, and $j(R_i)$ are defined analogously.

Fig. 5. Slow variable time course for the Morris-Lecar oscillator. The time required to traverse a $\omega$ interval increases as threshold (a “knee”) is approached. This “scalloped” shape of the time course ($\omega' \cdot \omega'' < 0$) satisfies Hypothesis C. It holds whenever the time course of $\omega(t)$ in the synchronized solution has a shape as in Fig. 5. (This shape was referred to as “scalloped” in [1,9].) The ratio of the slopes of $\omega$ just before to just after a local maximum or minimum is a measure of the compression. (See Ref. [1] for more details.)

We shall also require that the LCI's be sufficiently close to each other. We can compare the equations on the two LCI's by normalizing each slow branch to take unit time to traverse. By “close” we shall mean that the normalizing constants are close, and that the resulting normalized vector fields are $C^1$ close on each branch. We will prove

**Theorem 2.1.** Suppose Hypothesis C holds and the LCI's of the two oscillators are sufficiently close. Then there is a periodic solution for the coupled system such that the rightward (respectively, leftward) jumps of each oscillator synchronize with the rightward (respectively, leftward) jumps of the other. This solution is stable and locally unique.

This generalizes a result we proved for identical oscillators [1]. For the rest of this paper we need a still more general result, valid for networks, which we now formulate. Consider a network of relaxation oscillators with any “non-disjoint” set of interconnections, coupled via FTM. (By “non-disjoint” we simply mean that every oscillator is connected at least indirectly to every other oscillator.) As for a pair of oscillators, we define the LCI for each oscillator of the network to be the trajectory that would be followed (in the $\epsilon \to 0$ limit) provided that all oscillators in the network jump in a given direction at the same time. (If the network is synchronized, this is the orbit that must be followed.) As for the pair, we assume that the input from any oscillator (in the $\epsilon \to 0$ limit) depends only on whether that oscillator is “on” or “off.” Then the following generalizes Theorem 2.1:

**Theorem 2.2.** Suppose Hypothesis C holds for each LCI in the network. Then if the LCI's are sufficiently close, there is a periodic solution for the coupled system such that the jumps in either direction synchronize with the jumps in that direction for all oscillators in the network.

**Remark.** For a network of identical oscillators, each with an identical number and strength of inputs (not necessarily small) from the other network elements, the LCI's are identical. The closeness hypothesis on the LCI's continues to hold under $O(1)$ perturbations of the oscillators and the coupling. Thus synchrony is possible even if the number of connections or the strengths of connections to each element vary across the population. This contrasts with the behavior of other networks of oscillators, in which connection weights between oscillators must be normalized to achieve synchrony [17].
Fig. 6. Defining the domain of the Poincaré map in higher dimensional networks. Relaxation oscillators that receive multiple inputs have trajectories that are defined by several cubic nullclines, each determined by the number and size of synaptic inputs received. The change of a single input may still cause an early jump. The knees of the uppermost cubic ($I^N$) and lower two cubics ($I^0$ and $I^1$) define the intervals $L_i$ and $L_i$ as in Fig. 4. The set of $n$-dimensional points for which each oscillator lies in its $L_i$ and at least one oscillator lies at its lower knee, defines the domain of the map $\mathcal{T}_L$.

Proof of Theorem 2.2. We shall construct a Poincaré map whose fixed points will correspond to the required orbit. The domain of the map is the points at which at least one oscillator is at its lower knee. More specifically, let $L_i$ be defined as before for two oscillators, with the upper cubic given by the natural dynamics plus all the inputs, $L_i \subset L_i$ is the portion of $L_i$ below the cubic corresponding to one input. See Fig. 6. Let

$$L = \bigcup_{j=1}^{n} L_1 \times L_2 \times \ldots \times \{k_j\} \times \ldots \times L_n,$$

$$\overline{L} = \bigcup_{j=1}^{n} \overline{L_1} \times \overline{L_2} \times \ldots \times \{k_j\} \times \ldots \times \overline{L_n}.$$

$L$ represents these $n$-tuples of points for which all oscillators will make simultaneous right jumps in the next instant (in the limit $\epsilon \to 0$). $\overline{L}$ are those points for which at least one oscillator will jump immediately. $R$ and $\overline{R}$ are defined analogously, using $\{k_j^+\}$ instead of $\{k_j\}$. $L, \overline{L}, R$ or $\overline{R}$ may be visualized as the neighborhood of a corner of an $n$-dimensional cube. For $n = 2$, see Fig. 7.

In the $\epsilon \to 0$ limit, the synchronous jumps and subsequent flows along a branch provide natural maps

![Diagram](image_url)

Fig. 7. One half of the Poincaré map for a pair of coupled oscillators. $L$ and $R$ (solid line corners) represent the sets of points for which both oscillators make simultaneous jumps in the next instant. $L$ and $R$ (dashed line corners) define the supersets of $L$ and $R$ for which at least one oscillator is at the jump threshold. After a synchronous jump from $L$ (or $R$), oscillators then flow until they lie in $\overline{R}$ (or $\overline{L}$). A synchronous jump and the subsequent flow therefore describe a map from $L$ to $\overline{R}$ (or from $R$ to $\overline{L}$.) The intervals $R_i$ and $L_i$ are as in Fig. 2.

$\mathcal{P}_L: R \to L$ and $\mathcal{P}_L: L \to R$. To define $\mathcal{P}_R$ on $R$, we consider separately each “face” $R_1 \times R_2 \times \ldots \times \{k_j^+\} \times \ldots \times R_n$. For each point in that face, the image after the jump is a point on the product of the left-hand branches of the LCI’s. (This requires that the interconnections be “non-disjoint”, so that all sufficiently close oscillators jump at the same time.) The flows on the left-hand branches then take that point to a point of $\overline{L}$, the first point at which one of the $n$ components is at the lower knee of the lower branch. We define the latter point to be the image under $\mathcal{P}_R$. The map $\mathcal{P}_L$ is defined analogously for the other faces, and similarly for $\mathcal{P}_R$.

We wish to consider $\mathcal{P}_L \circ \mathcal{P}_R$, to look for a fixed point. To do this, we must have the image of $\mathcal{P}_R$ in the domain of $\mathcal{P}_L$. Thus, we restrict the domain of $\mathcal{P}_R$ to $\overline{R} = \mathcal{P}_R^{-1}(L) \cap R$.

We first assume that all LCI are identical. Then $\{k_1^+\} \times \ldots \times \{k_n^+\}$ is a fixed point of $\mathcal{P}_L \circ \mathcal{P}_R$. Note that each face of $\overline{R}$ is mapped onto itself under $\mathcal{P}_L \circ \mathcal{P}_R$. (This is true because edges of a face correspond to
3. Boundary effects in chains of identical oscillators

3.1. Waves and synchrony

We first review some results in [5] concerning chains of phase oscillators, and then contrast those results with the behavior of chains of relaxation oscillators. It was shown in [5] that the behavior of chains of \( N \) phase oscillators can be analyzed using a “thermodynamic” limit, in which the length of a chain grows without bound but the interactions between neighboring oscillators remains fixed. The analysis in [5] was done without assuming that the coupling in the two directions is the same. The equation for the \( j \)th oscillator (\( j \neq 1, N \)) is then

\[
\theta_j' = \omega_j + H^+ (\theta_{j+1} - \theta_j) + H^- (\theta_{j-1} - \theta_j),
\]

where \( H^+ \) and \( H^- \) are \( 2\pi \)-periodic functions representing coupling in the two directions. For \( j = 1, N \), one of the two coupling terms is absent. Using the limiting equations, it was shown that the generic behavior for a chain of identical oscillators (\( \omega_j = \omega \)) is a travelling wave in which the phase lag

\[
\theta_{j+b} = \theta_{j+b+1} - \theta_j
\]

is essentially constant (except for a boundary layer). This constant phase lag is either \( \theta_L \) or \( \theta_R \), where each function has a positive slope at the relevant zero. There is a formula [19] that can be used to determine whether the lag is \( \theta_L \) or \( \theta_R \). The case \( H^+ = H^- = H \) is non-generic; with this symmetry and large \( N \), the oscillators display phase lags with \( \theta_j \approx \theta_L \) for the left half of the chain, \( \theta_j \approx \theta_R \) for the right half of the chain with a “boundary layer” in between. For smaller values of \( N \), the boundary layer comprises a larger subset of the chain, so the lags do not appear so constant.

In contrast to chains of (generic) phase oscillators, chains of equal relaxation oscillators, coupled through Fast Threshold Modulation, can (in the limit as \( \epsilon \to 0 \)) synchronize their jumps. In a prior paper [1] we proved that synchrony is stable for rings (no boundary) of identical relaxation oscillators coupled through FTM. Here we show that the differences in input to the oscillators at the ends of the chain versus the os-
Synchronization of chains of relaxation oscillators occurs rapidly despite the lower input to the end oscillators of the chain. (a) A "chain" of three Morris–Lecar oscillators ($\epsilon = 0.01$, $\alpha = 0.1$), in which the middle oscillator receives coupling input from its two neighbors and the end oscillators receive only one coupling input. This input difference produces different LCI and different periods for the middle and end oscillators. This difference is demonstrated by starting the oscillators with identical initial conditions and switching the coupling to LCI mode (inputs from self, rather than neighbors). The two end oscillators have the same LCI and thus remain synchronized (traces overlaid), while the middle oscillator drifts. At the mark, LCI coupling is replaced by chain coupling. The relaxation oscillators compensate for differences in input to the end oscillators and the chain synchronizes within a single jump. (b) same as (a) but chain contains 40 oscillators ($\epsilon = 0.001$). Time course of end oscillators (1,40) and three middle oscillators (1,3,20) are shown. In LCI mode the ends and middle drift apart, but rapidly synchronize when chain coupling is activated.

In the middle need not create waves. This is demonstrated in Fig. 9 for Morris–Lecar oscillators [14] (see Appendix for equations). The compensatory mechanism is essentially the same as for a pair of oscillators with different frequencies or different coupling inputs (i.e. with different LCI’s). Here the LCI’s for the middle oscillators of the chain are the limit cycles associated with inputs from two other oscillators (See Fig. 10a) and the LCI’s for the end oscillators are the limit cycles with input from one other oscillator (See Fig. 10b).

The result for chains does not automatically follow from Theorem 2.2 because the difference in inputs to the end oscillator and the middle ones may not be "sufficiently small". However, in the case of chains, the necessary condition for synchrony can be formulated directly by comparing the LCI of the end oscillators with those of the interior ones.

If $I^{-} = 0$, there are two cases that yield synchrony; the cases differ in the relative time the middle and end oscillators require to traverse the right branches of their LCI’s. Note that the left branch of the LCI for end oscillators is a subset of that for middle oscillators, and so the middle oscillators must take longer to traverse the left branches of their LCI’s. Consider the case in which the middle oscillators also take longer to traverse the right branch of their LCI’s. For synchrony, it is sufficient that there be points $q_L$, $q_R$ on the LCI of the middle oscillators, as in Fig. 10c, for which the time from $j(q_L)$ to $q_R$ and the time from $j(q_R)$ to $q_L$ are the same as the times along the slow pieces in the LCI of Fig. 10b. The point $q_L$ (resp. $q_R$) should lie below (resp. above) the lower (resp. upper) knee of the middle nullcline, as in Fig. 10c, so the change of a single input causes a jump. Now consider trajectories in which the middle oscillators traverse from $j(q_L)$ to their $k^+$ in a time, $\tau$, less than the end oscillators require to traverse from $j(k)$ to their $k^+$. In this case, synchrony requires that there be a point $\bar{q}_R$ above the upper knee of the lower nullcline (see Fig. 10d) such that the end oscillators traverse from $j(k)$ to $\bar{q}_R$ in time $\tau$.

These mechanisms generalize to the situation in which middle and end oscillators have distinct LCI left (as well as right) branches. Thus, the oscillators may exhibit chain synchronization over a wide range of parameters. The ability to compensate for differences in LCI branch times increases with coupling strength.

3.2. Transitions

The two behaviors described above (waves and synchrony) can occur in different parameter regimes of the same equations. There are two natural parameters that provide the transitions between these regimes. We first discuss those parameters and how they change the behavior of the chain. We then show how changes in excitatory input to the oscillators can effectively change one of those parameters to move the system...
Fig. 10. Compensation mechanisms in chain synchronization. (a) Relaxation oscillators in the middle of a nearest neighbor chain receive 2 coupling inputs and thus their LCI are determined by the nullclines \((I^0, I^1, I^2)\) with 0, 1, and 2 coupling inputs of size \(I^+\). (b) The two end oscillators receive only one input, thus even for chains of identical oscillators, the end oscillators have different LCI than the middle oscillators. (c) An oscillator with longer LCI times (shown here for the middle oscillators) can jump synchronously with the faster (end) neighbor provided that points \(q_L\), lying below the lower knee of the \(I^1\) cubic, and \(q_R\), lying above the upper knee of the \(I^1\) cubic exist such that the time from \(j(q_L)\) to \(q_R\) and the time from \(j(q_R)\) to \(q_L\) are the same as the times along the LCI of the faster (end) oscillator (shown in (b)). (d) FTM Coupling can also compensate when each oscillator has a longer LCI time only for one branch. For instance, if the middle oscillator is slower on left branch as in (c), but the end oscillator is slower on the right, synchrony requires that there be a point \(q_R\) above the upper knee of the \(I^0\) cubic, such that the end oscillators traverse from \(j(k_0)\) to \(q_R\) in the time the middle oscillators traverse from \(j(q_L)\) to \(k^+\).
Fig. 11. Asymptotic travelling wave behavior for chains away from the relaxation limit. Chains of 40 oscillators ($\alpha = 0.1$) were started with synchronous initial conditions, but with $\epsilon \gg 0$ the edge effects of coupling led to travelling waves (shown after 200 cycles, with all 40 traces overlaid). (a) $\epsilon = 0.25$; (b) $\epsilon = 0.02$. As $\epsilon$ approaches zero the wave speed (relative to the period) increases and the dispersion or total lag of the travelling wave decreases. See Fig 9b for synchrony with $\epsilon = 0.001$.

Remark. More can be said about the effects of changing the shape of the gating function. When $\epsilon > 0$, the sigmoidal coupling function (see Fig. 2) no longer behaves like a "Heaviside" step. Since coupling input increases during the (non-instantaneous) jump of the leading oscillator, there is a transition period during which the nullcline is shifting and the trailing oscillator is not yet at threshold. This nullcline shift may slow down the trailing oscillator, as described in [9], and induce a substantially longer phase lag than that due to $\epsilon \neq 0$ alone. Increasing the coupling strength decreases the transition time to threshold and thus decreases the phase lag. Alternatively, replacing the sigmoid ramp with a Heaviside step will eliminate the phase lags due to the shifting nullcline and thus can also move the network to synchrony, as in Fig. 12.

4. Chains of oscillators having variation in frequency

In the previous section, we discussed chains of identical oscillators, and the contrast in behavior between phase oscillators and relaxation oscillators coupled with FTM. In this section we allow the oscillators to
have different frequencies and again contrast the two cases.

4.1. Changes in end oscillators only

One important situation concerns chains in which all the oscillators are identical except for the end oscillators. In both phase and relaxation oscillator cases, the change of the end oscillators acts like a change of boundary conditions. For the relaxation case, it follows immediately from the methods of Section 3 that a small enough change still allows synchrony of the jumps in the $\epsilon \to 0$ limit. For phase oscillators, we now show that a change of the end oscillators changes the phase relationships within the travelling wave.

We start with the phase oscillators, as described by (7). To understand how changing $w_j$ at one or both ends of the chain affects the phase lags, $\phi_j$, of the stable solution, we must go deeper into the analysis done in [5]. The time-independent solution for the $\phi_j$ was shown in [5] to converge for large $N$, in some appropriate sense, to that of the continuum equation

$$\frac{\partial H}{\partial x} = \omega(x) + 2f(\phi)x + \frac{1}{N}g(\phi)x, \quad (8)$$

subject to the boundary conditions

$$H^-(\phi) = 0 \text{ at } x = 0, \quad H^+(\phi) = 0 \text{ at } x = 1. \quad (9)$$

These boundary conditions encode the difference between the equations $j = 1, N$ and the other equations. Here $0 \leq x \leq 1$, $2f(\phi) \equiv H^+(\phi) + H^-(\phi)$, $2g(\phi) \equiv H^+(\phi) - H^-(\phi)$, and $\phi(j/N) \approx \phi_j$.

If $w_j \equiv w$, then the continuum limit analogue uses $\omega(x) \equiv \omega$, a constant function. If $w_j \equiv w$ except for $j = 1, N$, the relevant continuum limit formulation uses the same $\omega(x)$, but has different boundary conditions. If $\omega_1 - \omega_j \equiv \Delta_1$ and $\omega_N - \omega_j \equiv \Delta_N$, the boundary conditions $H^-(-\phi) = 0$ and $H^+(\phi) = 0$ are replaced by

$$H^-(-\phi) - \Delta_1 = 0 \quad \text{at } x = 0,$$

$$H^+(\phi) - \Delta_N = 0 \quad \text{at } x = 1. \quad (10)$$

Provided that $\Delta_1$ and $\Delta_N$ are not too large, Eqs. (10) have solutions $\overline{\phi}_L, \overline{\phi}_R$ satisfying the stability conditions $(H^-)'(-\overline{\phi}_L) > 0, (H^+)'(\overline{\phi}_R) > 0$. If $H^+ \equiv H^-$ and $\Delta_1 = \Delta_N$, the solution for large $N$ is qualitatively like that of (7) with (9) as boundary conditions, i.e. $\phi_j \approx \overline{\phi}_L$ for the left half of the chain, and $\phi_j \approx \overline{\phi}_R$ for the right half of the chain, with a boundary layer in between [3, 23].

4.2. Gradients in frequency and random frequencies

For phase oscillators, gradients in frequency that are not too large lead to waves with non-constant speed [5, 24]. Though analyses with more random frequencies have not been done, pairs of oscillators having different frequencies cannot lock without phase differences [2, 5, 24, 25].

By contrast, the arguments of Sections 2 and 3 show that for a sufficiently small gradient in times along the left-hand or right-hand branches, or small pairwise differences among successive oscillators, synchrony of jumps can be maintained for chains of relaxation oscillators. This is illustrated in Fig. 13. The figure shows the behavior of a chain of 20 oscillators with a frequency gradient of 50% over the chain. Note that the 50% gradient in frequency can be overcome by the FTM interactions.

Remark. The FTM interactions can be provoked by a stimulus that sharpens the synaptic gating function as in Fig. 12. It is also possible for a stimulus to act on a chain of oscillators by directly changing the frequency of the uncoupled oscillators. This happens for example, if the stimulus is modeled (in Morris–Lecar oscillators) by addition of current. With enough added current, the frequencies of the oscillators “saturate” and the gradient disappears (G.B. Ermentrout, personal communication; Somers, unpublished observation). See Ref. [26] for an example in which there is a gradient of frequencies of the uncoupled oscillators. In the absence of a stimulus, there is a travelling wave of activity, which switches quickly to approximate synchrony upon introduction of a stimulus.
5. Fractured synchrony and fractured waves

We now turn to another distinction between chains of phase oscillators and chains of relaxation oscillators. This distinction holds in the context of oscillators that are pairwise capable of displaying stable in-phase and antiphase solutions. For example, a pair of phase oscillators satisfying (2.1) with $\omega_1 = \omega_2 \equiv \omega$ and $H_1 = H_2 \equiv H$ has this property if

$$H(\phi) = A \sin(\phi) + B \sin(2\phi) + C \cos(\phi),$$

with $B \geq A/2 > 0$. Relaxation oscillators coupled through FTM can also exhibit such bistability if the times along the left and right branches are sufficiently different [9].

Rings of identical oscillators have synchrony as one solution, and this is stable for phase oscillators if $H'(0) > 0$ and for relaxation oscillators when Hypothesis C is satisfied near one or both jumps. There are also other possible stable solutions, including travelling waves [27]. In the solutions we will now discuss, the ring breaks up into a number of domains.

For the phase oscillators, the behavior on individual domains is wave-like, with a pair of waves travelling toward or away from the center of the domain. For the relaxation oscillators, the oscillators within each domain are approximately synchronous, with neighboring domains approximately in antiphase. We call this "fractured synchrony" and the behavior for the phase oscillators "fractured waves." Simulations demonstrating these behaviors are displayed in Figs. 14 and 15, respectively; the relaxation equations are given in the Appendix.

We now give a heuristic explanation why fractured synchrony is to be expected in the relaxation case, and not possible (generically) for phase oscillators. The central idea is that the boundary between the domains creates a pair of oscillators whose antiphase interactions would produce a different frequency and/or waveform from the rest of the chain in the absence of the other oscillators. This "defect" acts like a "pacemaker" for the array. The essential difference between the arrays of relaxation oscillators and...
Fig. 14. Fractured Synchrony. A ring of 40 uniform relaxation oscillators ($\epsilon = 0.0002$, $\sigma = 0.02$) breaks into two locally synchronized domains of 10 and 30 oscillators each. (a) 3-D view shows formation of contiguous oscillator domains over time. The domain with 30 oscillators wraps around the end positions of the plot. (b) With voltage traces overlaid, tight synchrony can be seen within each of the two domains. Note that the domains are not in precise antiphase. This persisted for as long as the simulation was run (over 100 cycles). (c) Initial conditions corresponding to near antiphase on the same domains yielded trajectories which remain in antiphase for at least 200 cycles. This demonstrates that the phase relationship between domains may depend on the initial conditions of the array.

We start with the circle of relaxation oscillators with two domains of oscillators initially in antiphase. To understand the behavior within a domain, consider an equivalent length chain of oscillators, with identical oscillators in the interior, and the end oscillators replaced by ones that have the same times along the left-hand branch and right-hand branch as the antiphase pair. The behavior of the chain depends on the LCI's for the interior and end oscillators as discussed in Section 4.1. If the LCI of the end oscillator is not so different from the LCI of the interior ones, the resulting behavior of the equivalent chain is synchrony, as seen in the domains of Fig. 14. Thus, the effect of the antiphase pair is localized. Simulations show that this is true, independent of the relative domain sizes.

We now turn to phase-difference coupled oscillators and again consider two equal domains of oscillators initially synchronous on each domain, with the domains in antiphase. By symmetry, the lag between the neighboring end oscillators of the domains remains at $\pi$ for all time. Thus, the behavior on a domain is the same as that of a chain whose end oscillators have the same frequency as an antiphase pair. For a phase oscillator with $H$ given by (11), an antiphase solution for two identical oscillators with frequency $\omega$ must satisfy $\theta_j' = \omega + H(\theta_j - \theta_j) = \omega + H(\pi)$. Thus the solution has frequency $\omega + H(\pi) = \omega - C$. $H'(\pi) = -A + 2B > 0$, so this solution is stable. For large $N$, the theory of [5] predicts phase lags $\phi_j \approx \bar{\phi}_L$ for the left half of the chain, $\phi_j \approx \bar{\phi}_R$ for the right half of the chain, with a boundary layer in between, where $\bar{\phi}_L$ (resp. $\bar{\phi}_R$) satisfy

$$H(-\bar{\phi}_L) + C = 0, \quad H(\bar{\phi}_R) + C = 0. \quad (12)$$
Since \( \phi_R = -\phi_L \), this argument shows that if the oscillators at the domain boundaries are constrained to stay in antiphase, then the behavior on each domain is that of a pair of waves tending toward or away from the domain center. This is shown in Fig. 15. The argument rules out fractured synchrony provided that the conditions \( \phi_L \neq 0 \neq \phi_R \) are satisfied. If the domains are not of equal size, the lag between the domains does not remain at \( \pi \), and the domains eventually dissolve. In either case fractured synchrony does not occur.

Remark. It was shown by Abbott [28] that a network of relaxation oscillators is capable of encoding patterns of “on” and “off” that can be “learned” like static patterns of a Hopfield network. Attempts by Abbott and Kopell to numerically reproduce that effect with phase-difference coupled oscillators did not succeed (unpublished). The work in this paper shows why relaxation oscillators can more robustly encode domains of synchronous/antiphase behavior.
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Appendix

The Morris–Lecar system [14] is an example of voltage-gated conductance equations. These equations are used as a simplified description of an action potential or of the envelope of a burst of action potentials [29]. The equations for a single oscillator are

\[
\frac{dv}{dt} = -g_{Ca} m_v(v-1) - g_K w(v-v_K) - g_L (v-v_L) + I_{ext} \tag{13}
\]

\[
\frac{dw}{dt} = \epsilon (w_\infty(v) - w) / \tau_w(v) \tag{14}
\]

where
\[
m_v(v) = 0.5 [1 + \tanh{(v-v_1)}/v_2],
\]
\[
w_\infty(v) = 0.5 [1 + \tanh{(v-v_3)}/v_4],
\]
\[
\tau_w(v) = 1/ \cosh{(v-v_3)/(v_5)}.
\]

The nullclines for these equations and the singular limit cycle, are drawn in Fig. 1. The parameter values used throughout the simulations were \( v_1 = -0.01, v_2 = 0.15, v_3 = 0.1, v_4 = 0.145, v_5 = 0.29, g_{Ca} = 1.0, g_L = 0.5, g_K = 2.0, v_L = -0.4, v_K = -0.7, I = 0.1 \). The values of \( \epsilon \) are contained in the figure captions. The coupling between a pair of such oscillators is given, as described in Section 2, by adding the term

\[-\alpha g_{Ca} n_\infty(b) (v-1), \tag{15}\]

where
\[
n_\infty(v) = 0.5 [1 + \tanh{(v-v_6)}/v_7],
\]

to (13). Here \( b \) denotes the voltage of the other oscillator and \( \alpha \) represents the coupling strength. \( \alpha \) ranged between 0.0 and 0.5 as stated in the figure captions. The parameter values \( v_6 = 0.05, v_7 = 0.15 \) were used, except where noted in the figure captions. For a linear array, there were two such coupling terms, corresponding to the voltages of the two nearest neighbors.
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